
Hello Hairshirt registrants, 

 

There are over 70 registrants for the Hairshirt as I write. Thanks for registering online at  

https://tbn.ca/event-2279220. If you know someone who decides to ride at the last minute, tell them they can 

register at the start. 

Check back in case of last-minute info on the main Hairshirt webpage at: https://tbn.ca/hairshirt 

 

The "Annual Toronto-Niagara-Toronto Hairshirt Classic Double Century" is listed among the  

http://cyclingmagazine.ca/sections/feature/10-big-rides-in-canada/. Congratulations on your resolve to try it. 

 

The start point is the Mississauga Celebration Square. Find a parking spot you feel comfortable with, have a pit 

stop (e.g. Tim Hortons on City Centre Drive) and come to the start point by 5:30 to sign-in, chat with others, and 

get in the group picture at 5:50 AM. 

All riders (including TBN members) please sign-in earlier rather than later, so we can keep on schedule.  

Riders who are not TBN members pay a $5 participation fee in cash when they sign in; and are also signing the 

Waiver. If you take out membership in TBN, you can enter promo code DR2017 for a $5 discount. 

 

If you don't have a membership in TBN, here are a few reasons to consider taking out membership 

(https://tbn.ca/join) 

- TBN membership is great value for money, because TBN is entirely volunteer lead and run, and since it has its 

own insurance policy. 

- TBN members receive discounts at several bike stores. (The discount on a new bike would cover membership for 

years). 

- If you are not covered by cycling insurance, TBN members are covered under TBN's policy for all TBN events, 

including special events like Hairshirt and Cyclon. 

- You can join TBN's club account at RideWithGPS for free and get premium features on TBN routes posted there. 

 

Here are navigation resources for this year's Hairshirt, also given on the main Hairshirt webpage: 

The start location: Google Maps  

Picture: https://tbn.ca/resources/Documents/Hairshirt/2017/Square%20One.JPG 

Note that parking at Square One is signed as being for patrons of Square One. However, I haven't heard of 

Hairshirt participants being ticketed in past years. Note that parking lot P6 is generally used very little on Sunday. 

Another option is residential streets south of Square One, wherever street parking is allowed all day.  

For facilities, there is a Tim Hortons on City Centre Dr.  

 

On-line routes:  

Third Line finish (some country roads) https://ridewithgps.com/routes/22401135. If you arrive at Lakeshore and 

Third Line after 7:30 PM, it is recommended to switch to the following route. 

Winston Churchill finish (better lighting for night-time) https://ridewithgps.com/routes/22401247 

Click on the Export tab at the upper right to get a TCX file for your Garmin, or a GPX file for your smartphone. If 

you have a Garmin, and you also have an account with RideWithGPS.com, you should be able to use "Notify 

before turn" on the TCX export. 

 

Cue sheets: 

Third Line finish https://tbn.ca/resources/Documents/Hairshirt/2017/2017%20ALT_TNT-H-Third_Line_finish.pdf 

Winston Churchill finish  

https://tbn.ca/resources/Documents/Hairshirt/2017/2017%20ALT_TNT-H-Winston_Churchill_finish.pdf 

Please print your own copy in case your electronic device lets you down. 

 

Detours: 

There is a detour due to bridge construction in Oakville, for the Winston Churchill finish. There is also a detour in 

Welland to bypass a stretch of gravel. The on-line routes and the cue sheets have these detours. The map below 

does not. 
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Map: 

This PDF contains 4 pages that you can print and tape together, or bring to the ride as separate pages. 

https://tbn.ca/resources/Documents/Hairshirt/2017/TNT%20Hairshirt%202017%20map%20on%204%20pages.pdf 

Take a look at the first page. It shows the difference between the two "finishes". When you send me the email with 

your time for the Hairshirt, please mention which finish you took and whether you felt it had too much traffic. 

(Maybe we should narrow it down to only the Winston Churchill finish, which would work for everyone). 

 

Special notes 
You are responsible for yourself. 

The Hairshirt is not a race. Please obey all traffic laws and signs. 

If you come across someone in need, please help. 

Speaking of help, CAA has a Bike Assist program that you may wish to sign up for. 

 

Reporting your time is on the honour system. Finishing times are posted on the TBN Hairshirt webpage. If you 

finish as a group, be sure to quote the same time. 

 

Your Hairshirt time is your total time (elapsed time) from when you left Mississauga Celebration Square to when 

you got back to Mississauga Celebration Square. However, if the lift bridge was raised at the Welland Canal or at 

Hamilton, you may deduct your waiting time from your total time. 

 

E-mail your time for the event to hairshirt@tbn.ca. Please do this by Monday evening. 

 

Common routing errors 
The roads are generally well-marked, but mental hiccups happen to every rider and sometimes a sign is down. The 

cuesheets include cumulative and interval distances to help avoid most of the following issues. 

 

Error = Missing the Jerseyville Rd turn. Note that it's a traffic circle. 

 

In Ancaster, it’s really easy to miss the turn from Jerseyville Rd onto Fiddlers Green Rd. No problem - just keep 

going to Wilson St and make a sharp right to get back to Fiddlers Green Rd. 

 

Error = Turning left too early on Niagara Regional Road 27 (NRR 27) puts you on Canboro Rd - this is bad. Be 

sure to go straight at the old Wellandport gas station/store and cross the bridge. You should be on River Rd at this 

point. 

 

Error = Missing the right turn onto Broadway going into Welland. (Broadway looks like a minor residential street) 

 

The route going through Jordan has been changed to avoid the jumble of roads we used to go through. We now 

take a small road (St. John's Drive) to bypass the jumble and get onto Nineteenth St. Then, at the top of the hill on 

Nineteenth St, the cuesheet says to bear left at the fork with Glen Rd. - it’s more like a left turn. 

 

Error = Missing the left turn onto Fly Road. Note that there is a street sign and a traffic light at Fly Road. 

 

Still Have a Question? 
Please ask now. Don't wait until late Saturday. 

 

All the best on your big challenge, 

Dave Mader 

TBN coordinator for the TNT Hairshirt 

hairshirt@tbn.ca 
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